Friday
45 Old School Manga You Should Be Reading
Pro2. Friday 6-7pm. Presentation. Looking to add some variety to your manga
collection? Then check out this panel featuring 45 overlooked classic manga waiting to be
rediscovered! Megan R.
Anime Club Success
Pro2. Friday 1-2pm. Presentation. We aim to inform the average Anime Club
leader of fun meeting ideas, fundraising tips, and how to get members to keep coming back to
club! Lauren H & Co.
Cafe Ai
Pro4. Friday 12-6pm. Interactive. Come Join in the fun with your wonderful maids
and butlers. Session sign up Friday Morning. Cafe Ai Staff.
Cosplay Chess Midnight Madness!
Cosplay Central. Friday Midnight. Interactive. Come join the fun of Cosplay
Chess with your fellow congoers! Cosplay Team
Cosplay Makeup 101
Pro3. Friday 3:30-4:30pm. Presentation. Cosplay makeup is important! Here,
we'll talk about what to do & what not to do for your character! From Homestuck makeup to
Shojou, it'll be there! Sarah H.
Formal Ball
Mainstage. Friday 9:30-11:30pm. Interactive. Once again, we present you a
formal themed ball with a cast of characters, activities and fun for all. Mimiru R & Co.
Forum Meet And Greet #1
Pro3. Friday 7:30-8:30pm. Interactive. Wonder who Forum members really are?
Join us for introductions, discussion, and social time. And don’t miss Sunday’s M&G, when we
present MVB Awards! Jeff & Friends.
Gunpla 101: Workshop
Pro2. Friday 5-6pm. Interactive. Come build your own Gundam model! We will be
going over basic assembly and what to do next! Supplies and kits will be provided in limited
quantity. Jason & Co.
Japanese In An Hour
Pro3. Friday 2-3pm. Presentation. Interested in improving your Japanese? Then
stop on by to build your vocabulary, take notes and speak nihongo! Charlotte M.

Kangaroo Saibansho- Worst Anime Parents on Trial 18+
Pro2. Friday LN 2:30-3:30am. Interactive. No witnesses, random lawyers, and
the judge is insane! Doesn't matter, we're putting some of the worst parents in anime on trial!
(18+ Panel) Douglas H.
Karaoke
Pro4. Friday LN 9pm-2am. Interactive. Come stop by and sing your favorite
songs with your friends. All are welcome for this fun night of karaoke! Panel Team.
Karaoke Contest
Pro4. Friday 7:30-8:30pm. Interactive. Come stop by to support your friends in
AnimeIowa’s first ever Karaoke Contest based on performance and style! Everyone’s a winner,
including the audience! Panel Team.
League of Disposable Ninja (Or, so you want to be a convention ninja?)
Mainstage. Friday 7-9:30pm. Interactive. Dream of being a Ninja? Come to the
LoDN panel to join our ranks, win prizes, have things thrown at you, and other delightful
shenanigans! Phil M & Ninja.

Masq Info 1
Pro2. Friday 7-8pm. Presentation.Participating in the Masquerade? Then attend
this panel to check in and get your information. This panel is mandatory for ALL Craftsmanship
entries. Cosplay Staff.
Ninja Art School Q&A
Pro2. Friday 2-3pm. Interactive. Got problems drawing anime? We can help! Feel
free to ask your questions at Ninja Art School and you'll ninjitsu your way to better artsu in no
time! Joan & Liberty.
OHSHC Presents….
Pro2. Friday 3:30-4:30pm. Interactive.The members of Ouran High School Host
Club welcomes you to their panel of fun. Where all we want, is to put a smile on your face with
Truth and Dares. Hani & Co.
Opening Ceremonies
Mainstage. Friday 6-7pm. Interactive. Come help us open AnimeIowa 2015 with
a BANG! We’ve got some great ninja tricks up our sleeves! AI Staff.
PERSONA and Shin Megami Tensei in the DARK HOUR
Pro2. Friday 10-11pm. Interactive. Want to learn about another JRPG series... of
course!! This panel will maximize your social Link, maybe your Q and A experience too.....
ORPHEUS!!!! Dylan & Tyler.
Photoshoot Academy

Pro3. Friday 12:30-1:30pm. Presentation. Come on over to learn everything and
anything that has to do with being a part of photo shoots! Newcomers and Veterans welcomed!
Tema.
P.L.A.I.
Pro3. Friday 9-10:30pm. Interactive. Do you have what it takes to be the best?
Come join in the Pokemon League of AnimeIowa and test out your Gen 6 team. AI Staff.
P.L.A.I. Challenge!
StreetPass Zone. Friday 3-5pm. Interactive. Continue the challenge and face off
with present Gym Leaders to earn badges for your chance to face the Elite 4. AI Staff.
Rebuild of Evangelion
Pro3. Friday 5-6pm. Presentation. 20 years of Evangelion comes to Anime Iowa
as we return once again to celebrate the seminal work of Hideki Anno! We're back! Robert &
George.
Sponsor Meet And Greet
S.E.A. Friday 8-10pm. Interactive. Sponsors are invited to join in a laid back
experience to hang out with our Guests of Honor. Remember, Sponsors only! Sponsor Staff.
Tetsu no Isho- Iron Cosplay
Pro3. Friday LN 12:30-1:30am. Interactive. The heat will be on! Skill, creativity,
and a touch of madness! Do you have what it takes to stand victorious in Costume Stadium?
Allez Costume! Alex M.
The Haku Show
Pro2. Friday 8-9:30pm. Interactive. Welcome to the game where it doesn't matter
who you are! Diehard lover of YuYu Hakusho or eyes of the curious. Stephanie G & Co.
Ultimate Hero Bootcamp
Pro3. Friday 6-7pm. Interactive. Heroes never rest! Let's master our bankai, level
limit breaks, and get our power over 9000 in a group workout for all skill levels! Dress
accordingly! Alex M.
We Were Born to Cosplay (Cosplay and You What Really Matters)
Pro2. Friday LN 1-2am. Presentation. "We Were Born to Cosplay" is about
feeling comfortable in your cosplay, no matter what it is! Ciara & Jen.

Saturday

AMV Awards
Pro3. Saturday 10am-12pm. Presentation. Come join in the fun as we present
this years winning AMVs and view their hard work! AMV Staff.

Asserting Your Dominance: How to Present Yourself on Stage
Pro4. Saturday 11:30am-12:30pm. Presentation. Ever wanted to know how to
pose for a picture, or better yet how to work your cosplay on stage? Stop by to learn how to
show off your awesome cosplay. Cosplay Staff.
BJDs 101
Pro3. Saturday 9-10pm. Presentation. Interested in ball jointed dolls but don't
know where to begin? Let the BJD N00B help you get started with tips, info, history, and more!
Michelle G.
Bump Set Spike It!
Pro4. Saturday 2-3pm. Interactive. Come to this fun interactive Haikyuu Panel
where you can ask your favorite character questions or Challenge them to awful games and win
prizes!!! Mariah W & Co.
Caring For Your Collection
Pro4. Saturday 9-10am. Presentation. Growing collection? Wondering how to
manage it all? Come and learn tricks for the best ways for displaying, storing and even cleaning
your collection! Larke B.
Charity Auction
Pro2. Saturday 12-2pm. Interactive. Back again with even better loot to meet
your otaku needs. All proceeds go to supporting the Arc of Southeast Iowa. Stop on by to see
what there is! Charity Staff.
Dagohir Sword Fighting
Pro3. Saturday 3-4pm. Interactive. Want to learn how to fight with a sword or ax?
But do not want to hurt anyone? Well Dagohir fighting has that! Come & learn old fighting styles.
16+ and waiver required to participate. Lyllith S.
Dirty Magi Secrets
Pro3. Saturday 9-10am. Interactive. Ever wonder what happens behind the
scenes of Magi? Find out when overworked advisors Koumei, Ja'far and Muu answer your
(family-friendly) questions! Brianna & Co.
Hetalia World Panel 18+
Pro2. Saturday LN 12:30-2:00am. Interactive. Come and watch your favorite
nations as they play gmaes, answer your questions and work out some lond standing issues in
this hilarious and fun panel. Hani & Co.
Innuendo Bingo 18+
Pro3. Saturday LN 2:30-3:30am. Interactive. Come join us for an anime version
of a popular BBC Game. Can you stay dry? 18+ Brianna L.
Japanese Tea Ceremony

Pro1. Saturday 9-11am. Interactive. Experience the serenity of Chado (The Way
of Tea). We’re back in a large room for 2014, so join us as we explore this cultural tradition. ~90
mins Jeff W.
JK We Can’t Swim Part 2: Revenge of the Mackerel
Pro3. Saturday 12-1pm. Interactive. The Iwatobi boys are back this time joined
with the Samezuka swim team. We are coming back with more skits, trivia, in character Q&A,
and even a race. Allison & Co.
Karaoke
Pro4. Saturday LN 10pm-3am. Interactive. Come stop by and sing your favorite
songs with your friends. All are welcome for this fun night of karaoke! Panel Team.
Lolita Social Hour
Pro2. Saturday 10:30-11:30am. Interactive. Please join the Iowa Lolitas for light
refreshments and socializing. Come learn about Lolita in an informal setting.Gigi S.
Masq Info Panel 2
Pro4. Saturday 10:30-11:30am. Presentation. Participating in the Masquerade?
Then attend this panel to check in and get your information. Cosplay Staff.
Metal Gear Panel: Tactical Discussion Action!
Pro2. Saturday LN 2-3am. Presentation. This tactical attack on the Metal Gear
video game saga will entail a detailed look into the history and content of the Metal Gear
series.Brandon & Co.
NO! 18+
Pro3. Saturday LN 10:30pm-12:30am. Interactive. It's 18+, so you know you'll
come anyways. But we also have prizes, like Steins;Gate, Huniepop, and ….underwear? Adam
B.
On Weekends We Wear Evil
Pro4. Saturday 12:30-1:30pm. Interactive. Maou and his demon cohorts cordially
invite you to join them for activities that are a little celestial forcey for my taste but eh, whatever,
YOLO. Rachel & Co.
Once Upon A Time
Pro2. Saturday LN 3-4am. Presentation. Come stop by and discuss all things
related to the hit Once Upon A Time. Kaien.
Panelist Party
S.E.A. Saturday 11am-1pm. Interactive. A party for all panelists where panelists
can snack while hanging out with each other and Guests of Honor. Panelists Only! Paneling
Staff.
P.L.A.I. Challenge!
StreetPass Zone. Saturday 9-11pm. Interactive. Continue the challenge and face
off with present Gym Leaders to earn badges for your chance to face the Elite 4. AI Staff.

RightStuf
Pro3. Saturday 1:30-2:30pm. Presentation. Stop by and join RightStuf for a funfilled panel. RightStuf.
Shingeki no Jeopardy! 18+
Pro3. Saturday LN 1-2am. Interactive. How well do you know Attack on Titan?
Test your knowledge of the hit anime series and manga. Limit 3 volunteers to each round.Cat &
Kanashi
Snakes Out of Boxes!
Mainstage. Saturday 2-3pm. Presentation. o Description: This panel is all about
informing you all about what Metal Gear Solid is all about. *SPOILERS* Anything is fair game in
this panel! Be prepared. Randy R.
Sports The Anime
Pro3. Saturday 7:30-9pm. Interactive. Do you like sports? Me neither! Well in this
panel we talk about the different sports animes and what classifies an anime to be a sports
anime. Tracy W.
The Anime Gameshow Explosion!
Mainstage. Saturday 12-2pm. Interactive. The AGSE! returns with MORE
shenanigans, MORE trivia, and MORE FREE POCKY! We didn't hold back, and neither should
you! Don't miss out! Alex & Co.
The Great Debate
Pro4. Saturday 6:30-9pm. Interactive. Back again for another awesome year.
Come join us in our great debate, where all arguments can be made valid. Stephanie G.

Sunday

Anime Improv
Mainstage. Sunday 2:30-4:30pm. Interactive. That’s right, Anime Improv is
revamped and back again at AnimeIowa! Don’t miss out on this wacky fun! AI Staff.
Armor Making: Thermoplastics (Beginners)
Pro3. Sunday 4-5pm. Presentation. Making costumes for cosplaying can be a
tough deal, but in the end highly worth it! Want to learn how to add more to your costume? Let's
learn armour!. Mimiru R.
Attack On Panel
Mainstage. Sunday 12-1pm. Interactive. Think you've got what it takes to fight for
humanity? Join the members of the Survey Corp for an interactive Q&A panel.Elinor L.
Closing Ceremonies

Mainstage. Sunday 5-6pm. Interactive. Come help us celebrate another great
year of AnimeIowa, hear awesome announcements, earn and receive prizes and much more!.
AI Staff.
Cosplay Chess
Mainstage. Sunday 1-2pm. Interactive. Come stop by and enjoy the Cosplay
Chess Finals and cheer your friends on! Kaien.
Cosplay Crossover Comic Live!
Mainstage. Sunday 10:30-11:30am. Interactive. Cosplayers will perform a comic
LIVE based on what YOU wrote! Crazy hijinx will ensue! Fill in the blank speech bubbles of a
predrawn comic before the panel for a chance to win! Winner will be determined by audience
cheers, and the winner will receive a $20 gift certificate to Rainytale Studio! (in the Marketplace)
Curious? Pick up a comic at Info Desk, or at Rainytale Studio in the Marketplace. (Turn them in
at the same locations) Deadline for submissions is 6pm Saturday at Rainytale Studio. Info Desk
will be accepting submissions until 8pm. What will YOU make them say? Liberty & Co.
Forum Meet and Greet #2
Pro3. Sunday 12-1pm. Interactive. Catch up with Forum buddies in person! All
are invited for intros, silliness, and MVB (Most Valuable Boardie) Awards. And don’t forget
Friday’s M&G! Jeff & Friends.
Gunpla 201: Advance of Plastic!
Pro3. Sunday 1:30-2:30pm. Presentation. Advanced modelling techniques of
Gunpla! We will be covering sanding, airbrushing, painting, seam line removal, etc. Learn how
to finish your kits! Jason M & Co.
How To Run A Con
Pro2. Sunday 1-2pm. Presentation. Come join AnimeIowa Execs as they discuss
how to run a convention and re-live funny convention horror stories from the Staff! AI Execs.
Intro to Japanese Festival Dances
Mainstage. Sunday 9-10am. Interactive. Come learn the art of festival dancing!
Fun for all ages. We'll be learning two to three dances. Gabrielle F.
J-Fashion for Men
Pro4. Sunday 3:30-4:30pm. Presentation.From chic and stylish to lavish and
outlandish, come see what men in Japan are wearing. Use their style to add unique flair to your
own wardrobe! Alex M.
K
Pro3. Sunday 3-4pm. Interactive. Delving into the world of K, Korean
entertainment. For this panel, we will be going into their variety shows and the like. Stephanie &
Emily.
Mindbridge Foundation

Pro2. Sunday 2:30-3:30pm. Presentation. The annual Mindbridge Foundation
meeting at AnimeIowa. Old members and new attendees are invited to come and see what we
do! AI Staff & Mindbridge.
P.L.A.I. Challenge!
S.E.A. Sunday 11am-1pm.nteractive. Continue the challenge and face off with
present Gym Leaders to earn badges for your chance to face the Elite 4. AI Staff.
Shiny New Anime
Pro3. Sunday 9:30-11:30am. Presentation. It's another year and a whole new
selection of the best anime from last fall to this summer! With so much to choose from, what
should you be watching? Larke & Thomas.
Sponsor Brunch
Pro1. Sunday 9am-12pm. Interactive. Come mingle with friends and guests
while getting a light breakfast. Sponsors and AnimeIowa Staff only.
SwapMeet 2015
Pro4. Sunday 1:30-3pm. Interactive. Get rid of the stuff you don't want any more
for stuff you want. Anime, manga, & even more! No money is allowed to be exchanged under
any circumstance. Travis D.

The Past, Present and Future of Light Novels
Pro2. Sunday 10-11am. Presentation. What is a light novel? How have they
changed over time? Will they ever be popular in the US? This panel will explore these questions
& much more. Megan R.

Guest of Honor Panel Descriptions
Friday
Campfire Stories
Pro 2
LN 11:30pm-12:30am
Join us as we turn dim the lights and guests and attendees share scary paranormal
stories with the rest of the room. Alexis Tipton
Getting Into Character
Mainstage
3:00-4:00pm
For those who enjoy acting, role playing or cosplaying in character. Discussing
characters backsgrounds, and getting folks up with small acting scene exercises before
exploring some basic improv. A hands, get up and move panel!!
Caitlynn French
Greg Ayers: Raw and Unleashed 18+
Pro3. LN 11:00pm-12:00am. Interactive. Join us for a raw” Q&A session with a
guest who is never shy of “over sharing”. Come listen to tales of true con horror (that
may have actually occurred at this convention) from years past, along with some
uncensored re-tellings of many stories that have had to be “softened” for a daytime
audience. Please bring your ID, a sense of humor, and questions for this “no-holds
barred” panel. Greg Ayers.

Introduction To Nabeshin
Mainstage. 1:30-2:30pm. Interactive. This panel introduces Nabeshin for those
who don’t know about him or his anime work but also invites people who know his work
well or who don’t know as much to have Q & A time. Nabeshin.
Making Your Cosplay Work For You
Pro2. 12:00-1:00pm. Presentation. Sailor Suits, mecha, soldiers, ballgowns and
furry ears - everyone can cosplay. But with so many costumes to choose from and so many

different body shapes, how do you make a costume that you truly feel comfortable in and that
really does fit you? Join SnowCosplays for a discussion about how you can alter and make
your costume fit your body and what you want. Everyone can be that character they want, no
matter what you look like. It just takes a little creative thinking. SnowCosplays.
Soul to Souls- A Micah Q&A
Mainstage. 4:30-5:30pm. Interactive.
Come by and chat with Micah about what it's like working in the 2D world. From voice
acting to freelance artwork, Micah will take all of your questions and maybe even answer some.
Micah Solusod
Webcomics 101
Mainstage. 12:00-1:00pm.
You know what they are, but do you know what's involved? Welcome to the basics of the
webcomic industry; the good, the bad, and the less-than-pretty. Learn about everything from
how to get started, how to produce content, tips and tricks, and the ins and outs of the business
both big and small from those that have lived it. Xero Reynolds.

Saturday
Action Figurines and Saturday Morning Cartoons
Mainstage. 9:00-10:00am. Interactive. Come talk with Andrew J Love this
Saturday morning to enjoy each others company and bond over action figures and Saturday
morning cartoons. Andrew J Love.
Art Jam
Pro3. 4:30-7:00pm.
Come hang out in a fun, safe atmosphere surrounded by artists! Your host, Stephen
Raffill, will be projecting his sketching on a screen. Need some guidance? Join in as he calls
out mini-sketch assignments. Are you a free artistic soul? Just create your own project.
Chatting with your neighbors is strongly encouraged!
Stephen Raffill (Lor)
Bakuman: How Real Is It?
Pro2. 9:00-10:00am. Presentation. A panel that takes a look at the popular
manga Bakuman and compares it to real-life industry stories and my own personal experiences.
What’s true, what’s not quite true, what’s limited to JUMP. Brooke Stephenson.
Controversies in the Cosplay Community
Pro1. 11:30am-12:30pm. Interactive. Come and openly discuss and debate
important issues in the cosplay community and what we can do to help make positive
changes.Brichibi Cosplays and Mimiru R.
It Gets Better: Anime Con Edition
Pro4. 5:00-6:00pm. Interactive. The “It Gets Better” project in response to a string
of teen suicides by kids who were bullied because they were perceived to be gay. Sadly bullying
is something that happens to one in four teens. In the past few years we’ve seen an increase in
bullying within fandom. Join us as we share our stories, and talk about ways we can all help and

support each other and find the light at the end of the tunnel. It really does get better. Greg
Ayers.
Making an Impromptu Live Action Movie
Mainstage. 3:00-4:00pm. Interactive. Although Nabeshin is an anime director, he
is highly interested in making live action movies. This is the panel that makes a short live action
movie using a movie camera with audience. Nabeshin and audience will brainstorm together,
pick actors for the roles from the audience, and film it on the spot. Nabeshin.
Nabeshin: Bondage! 18+
Pro2. LN 11:00pm-12:00am. Presentation. This is the panel that introduces
Japanese style bondage. There are tons of different ways to do bondage in the world, but
Japanese style bondage is especially beautiful and functional. In this panel, Nabeshin will
introduce and perform them humorously without taking any clothes off. No underwear involved,
just over the clothes. Although contents are erotic, it always ends up with full of laughter.
Nabeshin.
Self Publishing 101
Pro1. 3:00-4:00pm. Presentation. It's never been harder to be published, but it's
never been easier to make a comic. Learn everything you need to know about making your
ideas into stories, from conception in your head to holding a psychical copy of your book in your
hand! Trevor Mueller.
The Villains of Paul St. Peter
Pro4. 3:30-4:30pm. Interactive. Paul St. Peter talks about the vocal adjustments and
character choices he has used to create some very frightening voices! His portrayals of
XEMNAS (Kingdom Hearts) and NINE TAIL FOX (Naruto) have chilled many a spine, and the
terrifying YAMMY( Bleach) is a vocal study in pure menace. Paul will demonstrate his
techniques in a clear, simple manner that will allow the fans to feel they are part of the creative
process. Then he will ask for volunteers from the audience to rise and frighten everyone with
their own vocal creations. Let’s all have some scary thrills!
Voice Actor Q&A
Mainstage. Saturday 10:30-11:30am. Interactive. Come one and come all to ask
your hard pressed questions about all things Voice Acting with our Guests of Honor with
experience. Alexis Tipton, Paul St Peter, Micah Solusod, Xero Reynolds, Andrew J Love, Carli
Mosier and Caitlynn French.
Sunday
Character Development for the RolePlayer
Pro4. 10:30-11:30am. Presentation. For online, table top, or LARPers who are looking
to expand their character depth. Discussing Mary Sues/ Gary Stus and tropes with characters. Expanding
into working diverse characters into groups and functioning cohesively. Also open discussion about
characters and how their environments influence who they are.Caitlynn French.

Loving Your Cosplay Body
Pro2. 4:00-5:00pm. Presentation.One day, someone called Brichibi Cosplays
“Princess Whale” and told her to go off and fry some chicken. So, she did just that, posting the pictures on
the internet and writing an article for xoJane about being a plus sized cosplayer. While it’s true that
nicknames like “Princess Wonderball” or lovely requests to “stop acting white” or to die a “lesbian bed
death” have come her way due to her race, size, sexuality, and general geekiness, this black, lesbian,

plus sized cosplayer has decided not to let it get to her and to keep enjoying what cosplay is really about:
having fun and showing love to your favorite characters. But is it really possible to ignore the hate and
keep moving forward? Yes! And this panel will address how. Brichibi Cosplays.

Making Webcomics
Pro2. 9:00-10:00am.Presentation. Ever read a comic on the internet and said,
"Hey, I'd like to do that!" Well, here's your chance to learn how. Trevor Mueller has over 11
years experience in webcomics, and he wants to share his knowledge with you! Trevor Mueller.
Micah Off Mic
Pro4. 12:00-1:00pm. Presentation. Come hear Micah wax eloquent about his life
outside the booth, including (but not limited to) his love of drawing, cooking, Rurouni Kenshin,
and his ever-growing Transformers collection. He will not be waxing his legs, though… Micah
Solusod.
Pyrate Curses
Pro4. 9:00-10:00am. Presentation. Well brush my barnacles and flog me for a
Dutchman! Drop anchor shipmates, and rest yer bones with old Frenchy. Take an hour and
learn about pyrate lore and pyrate lingo. As my crew, ye will cross cutlasses using insults,
curses, and oaths from the great age of piracy on the high seas. There be pyrate swag for all
who brave the buccaneer waters, and special prizes for the boldest and best cursing and
insulting scalawags among ye! Beware ye honest land lubbers…ye be sailing in pyrate waters!
Paul St. Peter.
The Art of Business
Pro2. 11:30am-12:30pm. Interactive. Covering the business aspect for art, from
casual to professional, from tabling to studio work. Half of it will be relating my experiences with
freelance art and doing artwork for a large studio to help the attendees know what they’re in for
as a professional artist, while the other half will be answering their questions. Chris ‘Kilika’
Malone.
Why Your Fandom Sucks
Pro1. 3:30-4:30pm. Presentation. Whether your an old school fan who doesn't get all the
squealing and glomping, or if you're just a gamer who is tired of having to deal with the infighting of Pony, Homestuck, Hetalia, and Host Club fandoms. Let's take a lighthearted look at
how cert
ain fandoms have derailed along the track, and caused quite the headache (and entertainment)
f
or the rest of us. Warning: If you are prone to “butt-hurt”, please avoid this panel at all costs- but
if you can laugh at yourself and others.... come laugh a little. Greg Ayers.

